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Developed by speech-

language pathologists 

with extensive AAC 

experience, AAC Now! 

premium boards 

include: CoreWord™, 

Symbol Links, 

QuickCore Pro, Phrase 

Links, Vocal Flair Pro, 

Sequoia Pro, and 

more.

CoughDrop 
Premium Boards

With AAC Now! you can install CoughDrop and Forbes AAC Premium Boards 
on any available household or workplace device!

Symbol Links
Symbol Links is a board set designed for those who benefit from the use of picture 
symbols in their communication set. Symbol Links is offered in the following layouts: 
Symbol Links 4, 8, 12, 20, and 30. It provides essential support for those who rely 
on symbol-based communication systems with vocabulary organized by category 
enabling users to find their words quickly.

Vocal Flair Pro 
Vocal Flair Pro is a large vocabulary set with a main page that is primarily flat-but-
dynamic core, and links to additional categorized support words. Customized by Forbes 
AAC, this Pro set includes a Fitzgerald color coding color scheme and SymbolStix 
image options beyond what the basic Vocal Flair offers. It’s currently available in 
the layouts 24, 40, 60, 84, 84 keyboard, and 112. A collection of context-specific 
categories is included, and additional categories can easily be added or adjusted 
based on the needs of the individual communicator. Vocal Flair is built to be consistent 
for a developing communicator, while also being robust enough to grow with them 
grammatically. 

CoreWord™
The CoreWord Language System provides AAC users with a powerful combination of 
core language, fringe vocabulary and banks of key phrases. The language system is 
divided into three distinct levels that correspond with vocabulary layouts: CoreWord 6, 
20 and 40. The CoreWord Language System features dynamic vocabulary layouts that 
automatically change as the user makes selections. Once a word has been selected, 
the layout updates to show only words that are likely to be used next. By offering these 
next words in plain view and removing unwanted vocabulary, users don’t have to waste 
time and energy searching for their next words, ensuring maximum efficiency with a 
minimal learning curve.

Quick Core Pro 
Quick Core Pro is a tailored core vocabulary set customized by Forbes AAC currently 
available in the following layouts: Quick Core Pro 12, 24, 40, 60, 84, and 112. This 
set promotes the use of core vocabulary while adding common fringe options and 
provides the opportunity to expand communication benefiting from a consistent motor 
plan. With so many words in so few button presses, a communicator can gradually 
discover and learn motor pathways for what they want to say.
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Sequoia 
Sequoia 15 Pro is a branching vocabulary set, built in an effort to support 
communication organized by pragmatic function but with the goal of encouraging 
expansion into generalized and core-oriented vocabulary. Customized by Forbes AAC, 
this Pro set includes a designer color scheme and SymbolStix image options beyond 
what the basic Sequoia 15 offers. 

Phrase Links 
Phrase Links is a board set designed for literate AAC users who prefer to utilize pre-
made phrases. Select a button from the grid and open a number of additional options 
relating to that subject. The main board includes several quick-fire phrases used 
often in conversation like “yes,” “no,” “please,” and “thank you.” A keyboard is included 
for spelling and literacy and boards can be customized with personal or preferred 
information.


